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ABSTRACT Due to advancements in technology, digital images are widely used in various applications
like medical field, military communication, remote sensing, etc. These images may contain sensitive and
confidential information. Therefore, images are required to be protected from unauthorized access. Many
image protection techniques have been proposed in past years. The most common technique to protect the
images is encryption. In this technique, a secret key and an encryption algorithm are used to change the
plain image into an encrypted image. The encrypted image looks like a noisy image and can easily attract
the attacker’s attention. If an image gets captured and stacked, sensitive information can be revealed. In this
regard, Visually Meaningful Encrypted Image (VMEI) technique is developed, which initially encrypts the
original image and then hides it into a reference image. The final encrypted image looks like a normal
image. Hence, the VMEI technique provides more security as compared to simple image encryption
techniques. Therefore, a systematic survey of existing VMEI techniques is presented in this paper. The
VMEI techniques are divided into different categories based on their characteristics. Moreover, this paper
elaborates and investigates the improvements and analyses performed on VMEI techniques based on various
evaluation parameters. These evaluation parameters are divided into different categories such as security
attacks, encryption key attacks, quality analysis, and noise attacks. Finally, this paper discusses the potential
applications and future challenges of VMEI techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION19

Nowadays, online information storage and transmission facil-20

ities are provided by many vendors to organizations, busi-21

nesses, and other consumers. It is a better alternative to tradi-22

tional information storage and transmission methods because23

of fast access time, easy sharing, and many other advantages.24

Information may be in the form of a text document, digital25

image, audio, and video [1]. Information security is essential26

to keep it secure from unauthorized access, release, disclo-27
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approving it for publication was Yang Liu .

sure, alteration, copy, or damage, as it is an asset for any 28

organization or business [2]. 29

A digital image is one of the forms of data that is used 30

to store pictorial information and to communicate secret 31

data over the computer network [3]. Image encryption is 32

a cryptographic method to encode a secret image in such 33

a way that the unauthorized user can’t understand it [4]. 34

In recent years, various image encryption algorithms are 35

developed. These algorithms are mainly based on spatial 36

and frequency domains. In the spatial domain, algorithms 37

usually jumble the pixels through matrix transformation and 38

extinguish the pixel’s correlation of the secret image. In the 39
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frequency domain, the encryption algorithm transforms the40

spatial secret image into the frequency domain first, then41

modify the coefficients according to some rules, and then42

converts the coefficients to the spatial domain [5]. When43

these algorithms are applied to a secret image then the trans-44

formed encrypted image is look-like completely noisy (see45

Figures 1 (a) and (b)). These noise-like images indicate that46

confidential information is hidden.47

FIGURE 1. Encrypted images: a) Texture-like and b) Noise-like.

Hence, the attackers can easily recognize the target image.48

This issue has been resolved by researchers by proposing the49

concept of a Visually Meaningful Encrypted Image (VMEI)50

[5]. In this, the final encrypted image will not be noise-like51

by the use of steganography.52

Steganography is the other data security technique in the53

field of network security. In this technique, the secret image54

is embedded in some other cover media like image, audio,55

or video, etc. [6], [7], [8], [9]. However, there are some56

steganalysis techniques [10], that can extract the secret hidden57

image from the cover media. Hence, to provide additional58

security to the highly confidential data, VMEI techniques are59

proposed. The advantage of the VMEI technique is that, even60

though the secret data is extracted by the steganalysis tool,61

the extracted data will be in the form of noise-like image and62

the attacker will not get the secret image through steganalysis63

only. The disadvantage of the VMEI techniques is that the64

computational burden is high because two security steps are65

performed.66

The basic idea of VMEI constitutes two steps: in the first67

step, a secret image is transformed into a noise-like or texture-68

like encrypted image using any existing image encryption69

algorithm [5]. In the second step, an encrypted image is70

embedded into a reference image using some image fusion71

method. So, the final encrypted image looks like a reference72

image. Therefore, in VMEI, the final encrypted could not73

be easily distinguishable from normal images. The process74

of generating visually meaningful encrypted images is illus-75

trated in Figure 2.76

In the first phase, the chaotic map can be used to encrypt77

the images by obtaining the random secret keys efficiently78

[11], [12], [13], [14]. Permutation and diffusion operators can79

be used to encrypt the images using secret keys obtained from80

chaoticmaps. A simple 1D chaoticmap can obtain secret keys81

as follows:82

csn+1 = C×CSn+1 × (1− CSn) (1)83

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of VMEI.

Here,C is the control parameter, with value lies in between 84

0 to 4. cs0 and csn represents the initial and generated random 85

value of chaotic map respectively [11]. In Algorithm 1, the 86

procedure to encrypt a M× N color image is illustrated. 87

To represent a grayscale image, one byte for each pixel is 88

required. One byte can store 0 to 255 values that cover all 89

possible shades of a gray color. A grayscale image is denoted 90

as a two-dimensional array of bytes in memory and this array 91

is called a channel. A grayscale image has only one channel. 92

For the color image (using RGB color space), 3 bytes are 93

required for each, one byte for each color. Hence, a color 94

image has three channels. The encryption process is required 95

for three matrices in the case of color image whereas, there is 96

a single matrix to be encrypted in a grayscale image. Hence, 97

the encryption burden is high for the color image as compared 98

to the grayscale image. However, the color image encryption 99

method could be complex because there are three matrices 100

that can be manipulated with each other that provide high 101

security. Moreover, we can use the same algorithm to encrypt 102

the color image that is designed for encrypting a grayscale 103

image by applying the same procedure to all three channels of 104

the color image that is designed for one channel of a grayscale 105

image. 106

In Algorithm 1, a secret color image I is converted into 107

one dimensional matrix of size M × 3N . The initial values 108

for the chaotic map and control parameter are the secret 109

keys. The generated chaotic map is sorted in ascending order 110

to get the sorted sequence S
′

. Finally, to get the encrypted 111

noise-like image, the one dimensional I matrix is permuted 112

according to CS
′

[12]. Algorithm 1 depicts the basic example 113

of chaotic map-based encryption. Similarly, the other hyper 114

chaotic map-based encryption techniques are implemented 115

[13], [14]. 116

The second phase is embedding an encrypted image I ′ into 117

reference imageR. This embedding is performed in frequency 118

domain through Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [15], 119

[16], [17]. In this, the reference image is decomposed into 120

four matrices denoted as Ca (approximation matrix), Ch, Cv 121

and Cd [5]. The parameter set P is used to define the filters 122

used in DWT. The DWT is defined as the following equation- 123

VMEI = DWT
(
I ′,R,P

)
(2) 124
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Algorithm 1 Pre-Encryption
Input: Color image I of size M× N.
Output: Encrypted Image I ′

Step 1: The I is converted into one dimensional I ={
p0, p1, . . . . . . pM×3N

}
matrix of size M × 3N

Step 2: The initial values cs0 and control parameter C are used
as secret keys. The chaotic sequence CS is obtained using
these keys

Step 3: Sort the chaotic sequence to obtain CS′ ={
cs
′

0, cs
′

1, . . . . . .cs
′

M×3N

}
Step 4: I pixels are permuted according to CS

′

and I ′ is obtained
as- I ′ (i) = I

(
CS
′

(i)
)

Step 5: The obtained encrypted image I ′ is noise-like

Algorithm 2 Embedding
Input: Encrypted Image I ′ of size M × N , Reference

image R of size 2M × 2N , and parameter P
Output: VMEI
Step 1: Decompose R into four matricesCa,Ch,Cv, andCd
Step 2: for x = 1 to M do

for y = 1 to N do
Cv (x, y) = floor[ I

′(x,y)
10 ]

Cd (x, y) = I ′ (x, y) (mod10)
End for

End for
Step 3: Apply inverse DWT to Ca, Ch, Cv, and Cd
Step 4: VMEI of size 2M × 2N i.e., Embedded I ′ in R

Algorithm 2 illustrates the example of the embedding125

procedure through DWT [5]. In this, firstly the reference126

image is decomposed into four subbands of low and high127

frequencies. After that, the embedding process is applied on128

low-high and high-high subbands as given in step 2. Finally,129

after performing embedding, the inverse DWT is applied to130

get the VMEI [5].131

A. RESEARCH GOALS132

The motivation behind this survey is to explore the various133

VMEI techniques and observe their characteristics. The com-134

parative analyses are also performed based on various perfor-135

mance parameters. Moreover, the study comprises the future136

research directions in VMEI. To the best of our knowledge,137

this is the first explicit survey performed on the available138

VMEI techniques. The pinpoints of this study are focused on139

the following research questions:140

RQ 1: How VMEI technique improves image security?141

Encrypted images are visually scribbled, which attracts the142

attacker’s attention. VMEI technique is used to produce a143

meaningful image in two stages of encryption bywhich image144

security is increased.145

RQ.2: What are the various techniques for generating146

VMEI? This paper discussed various existing methodologies147

to generate VMEI. The comparisons between the existing148

techniques are also drawn with respect to various factors such149

as security, visual quality, VMEI size, etc.150

RQ. 3: What are the challenges of VMEI techniques? 151

In this paper, various problems associated with the existing 152

VMEI techniques are examined. The possible solutions to 153

these problems are also discussed. 154

To accomplish the aim of answering the research ques- 155

tions, the study comprises databases of ACM, ScienceDirect, 156

IEEE, SpringerLink, and Google Scholar. These databases 157

are used to search and retrieve the published works on the 158

VMEI techniques. Figure 3 shows the number of research 159

papers reported over the last five years, while Figure 4 shows 160

the flowchart of the selection of articles for conducting a 161

systematic survey. The keyword used is visually meaningful 162

image encryption and the published articles’ year range is 163

taken from 2015 to 2022. 164

FIGURE 3. Number of studies published on VMEI techniques over years.

Based on this keyword entered in the above-mentioned 165

databases, a total of 22878 articles were found. By screening 166

duplicate articles and based on the title and abstract of the 167

articles, 22658 were sorted out. After the detailed evalua- 168

tion, 228 articles were found irrelevant. The total number 169

of included articles is 78. Out of the 38 articles are VMEI 170

specific and included in the survey. 171

B. CONTRIBUTIONS 172

The key contributions of this paper are: 173

1) Comprehensive analytical discussion on the poten- 174

tial of existing VMEI techniques: The encryption and 175

embedding techniques used in existing VMEI tech- 176

niques are critically analyzed. Further, the existing 177

techniques are categorized according to their potential. 178

2) Comparative assessment of VMEI techniques based 179

on performance parameters: A detailed comparison 180

and analysis of VMEI techniques are carried out based 181

on various security and image quality measures. 182

3) Critical survey on the implementation of VMEI 183

techniques:A detailed survey of various applications 184

of VMEI techniques is presented with their suitability 185

in different implementation areas. 186

4) Recommendations for future research challenges 187

and opportunities: Recommendations for promis- 188

ing future research areas along with challenges and 189
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research opportunities are presented in the realm of this190

survey.191

The remaining sections of the paper are as follows: the192

various existing VMEI techniques are presented in Section 2.193

In Section 3, the performance measures of VMEI are194

explained. The applications of VMEI are presented in195

Section 4. The future research challenges and conclud-196

ing remarks are presented in Section 5 and Section 6,197

respectively.198

II. VISUAL MEANINGFUL ENCRYPTION IMAGE199

TECHNIQUES200

The VMEI concept was proposed to protect the secret image201

with additional security from attackers [5]. The first time, Bao202

and Zhou [5] implemented this concept to transmute a secret203

image into a VMEI. This technique followed two steps such204

as encryption and embedding. In the first step of encryption,205

the existing permutation and substitution method were used206

and in the second step, an encrypted image was implanted in207

a cover image through Discrete wavelet transform (DWT).208

After that, various improvements have been suggested by209

researchers in the field of VMEI. These improvements are210

broadly categorized based on the improvement in embed-211

ding technique, compressive-sensing-based techniques, and212

improvement in encryption technique (see Figure 5).213

FIGURE 4. Flowchart for conducting the systematic survey on VMEI
techniques.

The classification of the techniques is divided based on the214

main contribution of the reviewed technique. The techniques215

that focus to improve the embedding method, come into the216

‘‘improvement in embedding technique’’ category, and the217

techniques with the main focus to improve the encryption218

method and making it complex can come in the ‘‘improve-219

ment in encryption technique’’ category. The techniques that220

reduce the VMEI size, come in the ‘‘compressive-sensing-221

based techniques’’ category.222

FIGURE 5. Categorization of VMEI techniques.

A. IMPROVEMENT IN THE EMBEDDING TECHNIQUE 223

The bad visual quality of VMEI attracts the attacker and 224

represents the sign of encryption. Some researchers investi- 225

gated the methods to improve the visual quality of VMEI by 226

improving the embedding technique. Kanso andGhebleh [18] 227

improved the quality of VMEI and image security as com- 228

pared to [5]. In this, a 3D chaotic mapwas used for encryption 229

in the first phase and in the second phase, a 2D Lifting 230

Wavelet Transform (LWT) was used to generate high quality 231

VMEI. The 3D chaotic mapwas utilized to increase the image 232

security, as these maps are highly sensitive to initial condi- 233

tions and generate pseudorandom numbers [19]. LWT is an 234

improved implementation of DWT as it is fast in computation, 235

requires less memory, and produces a better-quality recov- 236

ered image. In DWT, the wavelet coefficients are rounded 237

off to the whole number, so the lossless recovery is not 238

possible [20]. 239

Manikandan and Masilamani [21] proposed improvement 240

in the embedding technique by using DWT and Arnold 241

transform. A reference image was transformed into LL, LH, 242

HL, and HH sub-bands using DWT. An original image was 243

encrypted using an efficient algorithm and decomposed into 244

two matrices. Then, the Arnold transformwas applied to each 245

matrix and put into LH and HH sub-bands of the reference 246

image. To determine the periodicity of the Arnold transforms, 247

the additional recovery image information was embedded in 248

the LL sub-band using the conventional LSB data hiding tech- 249

nique. Arnold transform is based on the image scrambling 250

method. In this method, pixels are scrambled by the iterative 251

encoding process. The number of iterations is used as an 252

encryption key to recover the image [22]. 253

Yang et al. [23] used discrete quantum walks for the 254

key generation. This key is used for image encryption. 255

An encrypted image is divided into three parts using DWT 256

and embedded into the reference image. The implementation 257

of a quantum walks-based algorithm enhanced the VMEI 258

texture. Yang et al. [24] presented a method in which the 259

original image was encrypted using Qi hyper-chaotic system. 260

Block based discrete cosine transform (DCT) was applied to 261

get the coefficient matrix. After that, singular value decom- 262

position (SVD) was applied to each DCT coefficient matrix. 263

This singular value was then embedded into the reference 264

image. A color reference image was converted from RGB to 265

YCbCr color space. DWT was performed on both Cb and Cr. 266

Then, block DCT was used to embed the data into a reference 267
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TABLE 1. Summarizes vmei techniques with improvement in embedding technique.

image. This method contributed to the improvement of VMEI268

quality.269

Li et al. [25] presented a compressive-sensing-based data270

hiding method in which a sparse representation of a reference271

image was generated using a dictionary (such as a DCT272

dictionary, wavelet dictionary, etc.). The sparse representa-273

tion of a reference image was used to hide the encrypted274

image. Tuncer et al. [26] proposed a method in which the275

encrypted image was divided into Least Significant Bit (LSB)276

and Most Significant Bit (MSB) and embedded by k least277

significant bits and 2k correction method using integer DWT.278

Armijo et al. [27] performed the embedding phase using the279

2D integer haar wavelet transform and a substitution box.280

In [28], chaotic maps are used for encryption and initial val-281

ues are produced by the RSA algorithm. Schur decomposition282

was applied to the encrypted image and embedded through283

DWT.Yang et al. [29] proposed a universal embeddingmodel284

based VMEI technique. In this, a secret image was encrypted285

by using traditional encryption and dynamically embedded286

through IWT.287

Some authors presented salient regions encryption based288

VMEI techniques [30], [31]. The salient regions of an289

image contain useful information. Therefore, the detection290

and encryption of these regions instead of the full image291

reduce the computational complexity. In [30], the salient292

features were detected and encrypted using a parametric293

switching chaotic system-based image encryption algorithm.294

Sun et al. [31] presented a method in which salient regions 295

were encrypted using a chaotic system and Deoxyribonucleic 296

Acid (DNA) coding. In both the methods [30] and [31], DWT 297

was used for embedding the encrypted image into a refer- 298

ence image. Advantages of the DNA include enormous stor- 299

age, massive parallelism, very low power consumption, and 300

high speed [32]. However, the implementation of the DNA 301

method requires expensive instruments and bio-molecular 302

laboratories [32]. 303

Table 1 depicts the summary of the VMEI techniques 304

which have improved the embedding method. It represents 305

the method of encryption and embedding used in the tech- 306

nique. It also shows what has improved and is still a challenge 307

in the respected technique. 308

B. COMPRESSIVE SENSING-BASED TECHNIQUES 309

In [5], the size of VMEI became double as compared to 310

the original image. From the size, the attackers can easily 311

guess that some confidential information is hidden inside 312

the image. The transmission overhead increases as the size 313

doubles as compared to the original secret image. There- 314

fore, it is necessary to reduce the size of VMEI. Various 315

compressive sensing-based methods have been proposed by 316

researchers to resolve this issue. Compressive sensing is a 317

digital image compression technique that can simultaneously 318

perform encryption by considering the measurement matrix 319

as the shared secret key. 320
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TABLE 2. Compressive sensing based VMEI techniques.

There are mainly three steps followed in compressive sens-321

ing. First is the sparse representation of the matrix, the second322

is measurement matrix generation which acts as an encryp-323

tion key, and the third is quantification or sparse recovery324

process [33], which is done by converting the range of values325

to a single value (see Figure 6). However, the measurement326

matrix used in compressive sensing endures the problems like327

storage and memory requirements and calculations.328

FIGURE 6. Compressive sensing-based VMEI.

Table 2 represents the compressive sensing based onVMEI329

techniques. In these methods, first pixel shuffling like zigzag330

confusion (ZZ) [34], etc. is applied to the image to generate a331

sparse representation, and secondly, different types of chaotic332

methods are applied to generate the measurement matrix333

[35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44]. The334

pixel jumbling and measurement matrix generation methods335

used in the techniques [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41],336

[42], [43], [44] are given in Table 2. The key advantage of337

implementing compressive sensing is to reduce the size of338

the VMEI. In [36] and [42] it was reduced to half compared339

to the original image. Whereas VMEI size was the same as340

the original secret image in [35], [37], [38], [39], [45], and341

[46]. However, in [43] and [44] VMEI size was not reduced342

and doubled as compared to the original image. In [44] the343

VMEI size was increased to maintain the VMEI quality. 344

To increase image security in [36], [37], [39], [40], [41], [42] 345

[43], and [45], DWT was applied before pixel shuffle, that is, 346

compressive sensing in the frequency domain. 347

A secret image is then embedded into a reference image 348

using different methods to generate VMEI as given in Table 2. 349

Using the compression method, the size of the VMEI can be 350

reduced. The comparison of the size of the original image 351

and VMEI is shown in Table 2. Figure 6 shows the process of 352

compression sensing based on VMEI techniques. 353

Wen et al. [44] presented a VMEI method in which 354

improved compressive sensing is used based on Semi Tensor 355

Product (STP). DWT and Arnold transformation are used 356

to shuffle the pixels of the original image. Then, the mea- 357

surement matrices obtained are compressed by applying STP. 358

Compressive sensing introduced with STP would reduce the 359

size of the measurement matrix, saving storage and simplify- 360

ing matrix operations. In [45], multiple images are encrypted, 361

combined, and then embedded in a reference image. 362

To increase the computational speed parallel [46], [47] and 363

2D compressive sensing [48] techniques are implemented. 364

C. IMPROVEMENT IN ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUE 365

Complex encryption methods are developed to increase the 366

security of the images. Abbasi et al. [49] used an intertwining 367

logistic chaotic map to generate random sequences. The 368

original image was permuted row-wise and then column-wise 369

using these sequences. Bitwise XOR was applied to the 370

image pixels with a random matrix. After that, a Gray S-box 371

substitution was performed to get the final encrypted image. 372

LSB and MSB of the encrypted image were sepa- 373

rated and embedded into a reference image using LWT. 374

Khan et al. [50] presented a method in which DNA was used 375
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for key generation. An image was encrypted by shuffling376

rows and columns using the quantum chaoticmap. Thereafter,377

a scribbled encrypted image was implanted into a reference378

image using DWT.379

Abood [51] proposed a method in which pixel shuf-380

fling and RC4 encryption algorithms were used to encrypt381

the grayscale image. Hash-LSB steganography was used to382

embed the encrypted image in the reference image.383

Singh and Singh [52] presented a method that encrypted384

the multiple images and embed into one reference image.385

This method took multiple color images as input and encrypts386

them using a logistic chaotic system and elliptic curve. Mul-387

tiple encrypted images were embedded in the insignificant388

real data of scrambled color reference images using Arnold389

transform. Vanamala and Nandur [53] used a genetic algo-390

rithm with chaotic maps to encrypt the images. Embedding391

was performed using DWT.392

Pan et al. [54] presented a double encryption method that393

scrambled and diffused the original image using 2D-LASM,394

modulus operation, and left-shifted in cycles to get the395

encrypted image. A reference image was also scrambled396

and diffused. The encrypted image was embedded into the397

encrypted reference image by using LWT and QR decompo-398

sition. The final encrypted image was visually noise-like. If it399

is identified by an attacker, thenVMEI is obtained. Therefore,400

an attacker cannot recognize that one more encryption stage401

would be there. Dai et al. [55] proposed a VMEI technique for402

medical image encryption. The original image was confused403

and diffused using a logistic chaotic map and XOR operation404

to get the encrypted image. Then, it was embedded into405

a reference image. Yang et al. [56] suggested new VMEI406

techniques, in this, the secret image is decomposed into four407

matrices and these matrices are embedded into the subbands408

of the reference image in the IWT domain with the least409

significant bit replacement. Table 3 depicts the summary410

of the VMEI techniques which have improved the VMEI411

security by improving the encryption technique.412

D. RECENT ADVANCEMENTS IN VMEI TECHNIQUES413

In recent advancements, some new VMEI techniques are414

proposed [57], [58], [59], [60], [61]. Huang et al. propose415

a VMEI technique that used digital signatures to provide416

authenticity and confidentiality. LSB method is used to417

embed the signature on the encrypted image and LWT is418

used to generate a VMEI [57]. Abdelfattah et al. presented419

a VMEI technique based on the gyrator transform and the420

Henon chaotic map. In this method, the optical encryption421

technique exploits the polarization degree of freedom that422

provides high security and the proposed method obtains the423

same size VMEI as the secret image [58]. In recent literature,424

some compressive sensing based methods are proposed [59],425

[60]. Huang et al. propose a VMEI technique based on426

asymmetric image encryption and embedding based on SHA-427

3 and compressive sensing. In this technique, the secret428

image is divided into blocks. The blocks are scrambled and429

merged then it is quantized and scrambled again to provide430

TABLE 3. Summarizes VMEI Techniques with improvement in encryption
technique.

high security [59]. Wang et al. presented a VMEI technique 431

based on compressive sensing, 2D DWT, and SVD [60]. 432

Yang et al. presented a VMEI technique based on adaptive 433

2D compressive sensing and chaotic map. The chaotic map is 434

used to generate the measurement matrix and the scrambling 435

sequence for encryption and embedding is performed by the 436

dynamic LSB method based on 2K correction [61]. 437

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PARAMETERS OF 438

VARIOUS VMEI TECHNIQUES 439

This section represents the various performance parameters 440

to evaluate the different VMEI techniques. These parameters 441

are categorized in such a way that the different aspects such 442

as security, quality, and other attacks of VMEI techniques can 443

be assessed. 444

A. EVALUATION BASED ON SECURITY PARAMETERS 445

The primary concern of VMEI techniques is to generate 446

secure encrypted images. The security level can be analyzed 447

by different parameters and these parameters are defined as 448

follows: 449

1) CORRELATIONAL COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS 450

The degree of similarity between two contiguous pixels of 451

the image is evaluated using Correlation Coefficient Analysis 452

(CCA). It should be low, so that value of the neighbor pixel 453

cannot be estimated easily [62]. The correlation between two 454

adjacent pixel values x and y of an image can be calculated 455

as- 456

CCA =
covariance between x and y
STD of x × STD of y

(3) 457
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TABLE 4. Evaluation based on security parameters.

Here, STD stands for standard deviation, which can be calcu-458

lated as459

STD of x =
1
n

∑n

i=1
(xi −M (x))

2
(4)460

Here, n is the total number of selected adjacent pixels and461

M represents the mean value of x. Standard deviation of y462

can be calculated by replacing y in the place of x in (2).463

Covariance between x and y is calculated as464

Covariance =
1
n

∑n

i=1
(xi −M (x))(yi −M (y)) (5)465

Table 4 and Figure 7 show the CCA values for different466

methods. The CCA is calculated between the original and the467

encrypted images. These values represent the average of CCA468

calculated for different considered images in methods [23],469

[36], [50], [53]. In some methods, CCA is calculated in three470

directions of the image (i.e., horizontal, vertical, diagonal).471

These values are also taken as average of all three direction472

CCA values [31], [38], [42], [44], [49], [50]. Figure 7 shows473

that [23], [42], and [49] has the lowest correlation.474

2) HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS475

A histogram of an image reflects the distribution of pixel476

values. It is the graph that shows pixels’ frequencies. The his-477

togram of a normal image is random, but it should be uniform478

for an encrypted image [31]. As the uniform distribution of479

pixel values is ideal for an encrypted image to repel statistical480

attacks.481

Table 4 shows that Histogram Analysis (HA) is performed482

to show the effectiveness of the encryption algorithms. There483

FIGURE 7. Correlational coefficient analysis.

is a minor change in the VMEI histogram and histogram 484

of corresponding reference image [5], [18], [30], [35], [38], 485

[40], [41], [43], [44], [50], [54], [55]. The plotted histogram 486

for the encrypted image is uniform in methods [5], [23], [31], 487

[50], [51], [54], [55]. 488

3) INFORMATION ENTROPY ANALYSIS 489

Information Entropy Analysis (IEA) evaluates the degree of 490

disorder or randomness of information in an image [23]. 491

When the value of information entropy is high then there 492

would be the least possibility of information leakage [64]. 493

Here, i represents the value of pixel and p(i) shows the prob- 494

ability of i. The entropy of a given image can be calculated 495

as 496

IEA = −
∑
i

p (i) log2 p (i) (6) 497

The value of IEA should be 8 ideally for a 256 (28) gray 498

level encrypted image [38]. The IEA values shown in Table 4 499

are the average values calculated for different images. The 500

ideal IEA value shows that all the pixels are distributed 501

randomly. However, it is generally less than 8 because in the 502

original image pixels are correlated. 503

Table 4 shows the CCA, HA, and IEA parameters which 504

are analyzed by the given references to show the effectiveness 505

of the existing VMEI methods. It can be observed that most 506

of the techniques have not evaluated all the parameters that 507

are necessary to stop the statistical attacks. 508

B. PARAMETERS EVALUATING THE ENCRYPTION KEY 509

The encryption key used for image encryption is an impor- 510

tant aspect of measuring the security level of the encryption 511

technique. There are two key analysis parameters such as key 512

space and key sensitivity. 513

1) KEY SPACE ANALYSIS 514

The key space represents the size of the key used by the 515

image encryptionmethod. The size of the keymust be large to 516

protest brute force attacks. It is an exhaustive task to try all the 517

possible combinations, for example, if the n-bit key is taken, 518
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TABLE 5. Evaluation parameters comparison for the quality of encryption
key.

then 2n combinations are possible. For an effective image519

encryption algorithm, key space must be at least 2100 or520

larger than this [31]. To persist brute force attack it should be521

large enough. Table 5 shows key space taken by given VMEI522

techniques. The computing precision is considered 10-14 in523

[37], [42], and [54].524

2) KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS525

Key sensitivity ensures that a small modification in the key526

may create completely different results. An algorithm has527

good key sensitivity if an original image cannot be recovered528

even if there is a slight change in the key [31]. Table 5 shows529

the VMEI techniques, which performed a key sensitivity test530

of the key used for encryption.531

C. EVALUATION PARAMETERS FOR THE532

QUALITY OF IMAGE533

The encrypted image when decrypted is ideally expected to534

be of the same quality with no degradation as compared to535

the original image. VMEI technique generates an encrypted536

image that is visually meaningful. Therefore, the quality of537

the encrypted image is also taken into consideration, because538

when an image is implanted into a reference image, the ref-539

erence image has been degraded. The Following parameters540

are evaluators of degradation in the quality of the image.541

1) PEAK SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (PSNR) AND542

STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX (SSIM)543

As the image is processed and transmitted over the network,544

then the quality of the image is degraded. PSNR and SSIM545

are the image visual quality evaluation parameters. That546

provides the difference between original and reconstructed547

images. It measures the pixel difference between the given548

two images [7]. It is calculated as549

PSNR = 10 log10
m2

MSE
(7)550

Here, m represents the maximum value of the pixel. For 551

example, if the pixel value is represented in 8 bits, then 552

maximum value is 255. MSE stands for mean square error, 553

which is calculated as 554

MSE =

∑
R,C [I1(r, c)− I2(r, c)]

2

R ∗ C
(8) 555

Here, R and C represent the rows and columns of the image 556

matrix. I1 and I2 represent the input images, which are being 557

compared. 558

FIGURE 8. PSNR value of VMEI Techniques: a) PSNR value of VMEI;
b) PSNR value of reconstructed image.

The values of PSNR for a VMEI and reconstructed image 559

should be at least 30 decibels or higher for an 8-bit image 560

and at least 60 decibels for the 16-bit image. The higher 561

PSNR value represents better the visual quality. Table 6 and 562

Figure 8 shows the VMEI techniques those evaluated the 563

PSNR of VMEI [18], [21], [23], [24], [26], [35], [36], [38], 564

[40], [42], [54] and reconstructed image after decryption [35], 565

[36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42]. It could be observed 566

that Ref. [55] has higher PSNR value of VMEI as compared 567

to other techniques which indicates that generated VMEI is 568

almost like a reference image. Reference [41] has a higher 569

PSNR value which shows that the quality of the reconstructed 570

image is better than other techniques. 571

SSIM is used to assess luminance, contrast, and structure 572

comparisons between original and reconstructed images [65], 573

[66]. It is calculated among the same size windows of an 574
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TABLE 6. Evaluation parameters comparison for the quality of VMEI and
recovered images.

image. If x and y are two windows, then it is calculated as575

SSIM =

(
2µxµy + c1

) (
2σxy + c2

)(
µ2
x + µ

2
y + c1

) (
σ 2
x + σ

2
y + c2

) (9)576

where c1and c2 are the variables to stabilize the division with577

weak denominator,578

c1 = (0.01, dr)2 andc2 = (0.03, dr)2 (10)579

Here, dr represents the dynamic range of values of the580

pixel. µx and µy denote the average of an original and recon-581

structed image, respectively. σ 2
x and σ 2

y denotes the variance582

of x and y, respectively. σxy represents the covariance of x583

and y. The value of SSIM should in between−1 and 1, where584

1 is an ideal value that specifies complete structural similarity585

and zero specifies no structural similarity. Table 6 shows the586

VMEI techniques that evaluated the SSIM of VMEI [18],587

[21], [24], [26], [35], [38], [40] and reconstructed image after588

decryption [35], [36], [38], [39], [42].589

D. PARAMETERS BASED ON RESISTANCE OF590

TECHNIQUES AGAINST VARIOUS ATTACKS591

1) NOISE ATTACK592

An attacker may introduce different types of noise attacks593

to the encrypted image so that contained information could594

be destroyed. Therefore, an original image would not be595

successfully recovered after decryption. Hence, the encrypted596

image should be unaffected by noise attacks [40]. There are597

various types of noise attacks, such as Gaussian Noise (GN),598

Salt and Pepper noise (S&P), Speckle Noise (SN), Poisson599

Noise (PN), and Low Pas Filtering (LPF). Median Filter600

(MF), sharpen and JPEG compression, etc. Table 7 represents601

TABLE 7. Parameters based on resistance of techniques against various
attacks.

the VMEI techniques those performed noise attacks to show 602

the resistance against it. 603

2) DATA LOSS ATTACK 604

When an encrypted image is transmitted over the network 605

then because of some network fault or other faults, some 606

data may be lost. Hence, the quality of recovered image after 607

decryption may be affected [42]. The algorithm should be 608

capable of handling data loss and the quality of recovered 609

image must be unaffected. Table 7 represents the VMEI tech- 610

niques that performed data loss attack to show the technique’s 611

resistance against it. 612

Table 7 shows that most of the existing VMEI techniques 613

do not satisfy all the parameters. Therefore, the development 614

of an improved VMEI technique is still an open area. 615

3) KNOWN PLAINTEXT ATTACKS (KPA) AND CHOSEN 616

PLAINTEXT ATTACKS (CPA) 617

KPA and CPA are the types of cryptographic attacks. In KPA, 618

the attacker knows the original image and its corresponding 619

encrypted image. However, in CPA, the encryption method 620

is known to the attacker, hence attacker can encrypt any ran- 621

domly chosen image and get the encrypted form of that image 622

[67]. These attacks are generally applied to find the original 623

image by cryptanalysis. An encryption method should be 624

effective to handle such types of attacks. Table 7 represents 625

the VMEI techniques that perform these attacks to check the 626

resistance of techniques against KPA and CPA. 627

Table 8 summarizes most of the VMEI techniques. It is 628

observed that the issues like image security, computational 629

speed, visual quality of reconstructed image, VMEI size, 630

VMEI quality, etc. are addressed in the literature. 631

IV. APPLICATIONS OF VMEI 632

This section provides a survey on applications of VMEI tech- 633

niques. It comprises various applications to different extents, 634
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TABLE 8. Summarizes VMEI techniques.

where data is stored or transferred over the computer network.635

Some of the applications are as follows636

1) Medical Applications: When a digital medical image is637

exchanged among physicians over the network, the confiden-638

tiality of the image is an important factor to consider because639

the image may contain sensitive data [11], [68].640

2) Military Applications: The secret digital images are641

widely used and transmitted over networks in military appli-642

cations such as missile guidance, target detection and track-643

ing, etc. [69].644

3) Multimedia Applications: The important multimedia645

data is stored and transmitted over the network. Image646

encryption is widely used for secure storage and communi-647

cation [70].648

(4) Cloud Computing: In current technology, cloud com-649

puting is popular for providing huge data storage that can650

be accessed remotely. Hence, the security of images and651

other data are the main concern because it is stored on the652

network [71].653

5) Internet Communication: The internet provided world-654

wide connected networks in which information (i.e., digital655

images, text audio, video, etc.) is shared over the network. 656

It requires protection against unauthorized access, hacking, 657

& various types of attacks [72]. 658

6) Disaster Management: There are various uses of digital 659

images involved in real-time monitoring of natural disasters 660

like earthquakes, fire, floods, etc., to reach the disaster-struck 661

areas. The authorities need to protect these images from 662

authorized access [73]. 663

7) Telemedicine System: In modern technology, these sys- 664

tems are used for medical consultation remotely. The digital 665

images are shared between doctors and patients like prescrip- 666

tions, medical reports, etc., therefore it requires encryption 667

techniques to secure the images [55], [74]. 668

8) Remote Sensing: The process of monitoring and captur- 669

ing information remotely, typically by satellites or aircraft is 670

called remote sensing. These images need to be protected to 671

maintain the privacy of data [75]. 672

9) Intelligent Transport System: The digital images are 673

captured through the cameras in the field of traffic and vehicle 674

management on roads to provide better services to the users. 675

It is necessary to secure these images to avoid misuse [76]. 676

V. FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES 677

In this section, future research challenges are identified based 678

on the systematic literature survey performed. It is observed 679

from the collected work that the evolution of a potent VMEI 680

technique is still an open area for investigation. The existing 681

VMEI techniques suffer from various issues like poor compu- 682

tational speed, visual quality of reconstructed images etc. The 683

potential future research directions based upon raised issues 684

are: 685

A. COMPUTATIONAL SPEED 686

VMEI techniques perform encryption in two phases of 687

encryption and embedding, so the computational burden is 688

high. Hence, there is the requirement for a computationally 689

fast technique that could perform rapidly by using some speed 690

increasing technique like parallel processing. 691

B. VISUAL QUALITY OF RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE 692

In VMEI techniques, an encrypted image is implanted into 693

the cover image. Hence, the visual quality of the recovered 694

image is reduced. This necessitates betterment in the image 695

quality of the recovered image. 696

C. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) TECHNIQUES 697

In the modern world, AI is one of the evolving technolo- 698

gies. Implementation of AI techniques like a neural network, 699

genetic algorithm, and fuzzy logic, etc., in image processing, 700

requires wider investigation. It could be implemented in both 701

the phases of encryption and embedding to generate a VMEI. 702

D. QUANTUM COMPUTING 703

The abilities of quantum computing are to store an enormous 704

amount of data, very high speed, and require less power as 705

compared to conventional computers. The computation speed 706
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would be increased exponentially if the VMEI technique707

would be implemented on a quantum computer. However, the708

implementation of quantum computing could be complex and709

requires in-depth investigation.710

E. BLOCK COMPRESSIVE SENSING711

There are various existing VMEI techniques that have used712

compressive sensing to reduce the size of VMEI. It can be713

replaced with block compressive sensing [77], which is more714

efficient, simpler, requires lessmemory, faster reconstruction,715

and a lightweight compressive sensing approach.716

F. IMPLEMENTATION WITH COLOR IMAGES717

Most of the existing VMEI techniques are implemented on718

grayscale original images. So, the same techniques can be719

implemented with color images and performance comparison720

could be evaluated.721

G. META-HEURISTIC BASED IMPLEMENTATION722

The existing VMEI techniques use constant parameters to723

perform encryption as well as embedding. The improper724

parameter estimation may lead to poor performance. There-725

fore, meta-heuristic algorithms [78] can utilize to opti-726

mize the parameters to enhance the performance of VMEI727

techniques.728

VI. CONCLUSION729

This paper provided a systematic literature survey on VMEI730

techniques. The paper classified VMEI techniques into vari-731

ous categories suggested in the literature. Further, the existing732

VMEI techniques were compared based on various security,733

key analysis, visual quality, and miscellaneous parameters.734

It is observed that computational speed and visual quality735

of reconstructed images are still open areas of research. The736

future research scope and challenges of VMEI techniques737

were discussed. It has been concluded that VMEI is still an738

underdeveloped field. The outcomes of this state-of-the-art739

survey would be useful for the enhancement of digital image740

encryption.741
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